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ABSTRACT 
Consider the least squares solutions to Ax = b & = &, where x = A + iSA and 
5 = b + Sb are perturbed from A, b, respectively. In an earlier paper the author 
deduced the perturbation hounds for the solution when b E R(A). In this paper we 
extend the results to cover more general cases when b tE R(A) arid A is not of full 
rank. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ctnXn (R” xn) be the set of ~lt x n matrices with complex (real) 
entries, and C” = C’“xl be the set of m-dimensional vectors. For a matrix 
A E C”‘Xn, let A” E CnX’*’ be the (complex) conjugate transpose of A 
(A” = AT when A E R’“‘“), A’ E Vx”” the pseudoinverse of A, II* II= II* II2 
the spectral norm and II* llF the Frobenius norm, K = flAll- 11 A' II the (spec- 
tral) condition number of A, Rank(A) the rank of A, and R(A) the range of 
A. Let 2 = min(m, n). 
Consider the least squares (IS problem 
Ax=b 
and the perturbed LS psobleul 
xX=9, 
0.1) 
(l-2) 
LZN~A~ Z~~A~~LZ~A~Z~N§ ~ ~:~77-~82~~~~~ 
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where A, x= A + 6A E CmXn, b,Z=b+abEC”. When man and A,A 
are of full rank, the error bound ]]x’ - xl] is well known, where x and X are 
the (unique) LS solutions to (1.1) and (1.21, respectively. For detailed 
discussion in this case, see [2]. However, in many practical applications, the 
matrix A may not be of full rank (see e.g. [5, 81). Recently the author 
developed the error estimates for the LS solutions in the case when b E R(A) 
and when Rank(x) # Rank(A) [7]. 
In this paper, we extend the results of [7] to cover the case b e R(A) and 
Rank(x) f Rank(A). To provide an error bound we assume that A f 0, 
b#O, and r,,fO, where xLs = A+b denotes the minimum norm LS 
solution to (1.1). 
In Section 2, we deduce the relative error bounds ]]ZLs - x ]I/ ]]x]], where 
?LS = x+g and x is a LS solution to (1.1); in Section 3, we discuss some 
practical applications and make some concluding remarks. 
2. THE ERROR ESTIMATE FOR THE LS PROBLEM 
In this section, we deduce the error bounds for the LS problem (1.1). Let 
r -p b - Ax 1,6, he the residual vector. We then have 
TIIFDREM 2.1. Consider (1.1) and ‘1.2). Suppose that Rank(A) = p < 1, 
l{sA]] = en]]A]l, and llbiblf = erJbll. If KEY < 1 snd Rank(x) = Rank(A), then 
with 8x = X ,,s - x L,s, 
ll~4l llbll lb-II 
Ildl ” ” ]IAI]*]]x,s]] + eA + K4A llAll*Ilx,J + K’A 
GE r,+r,,C(E,,+KE*) ( lb-II ll4l*Il~Lsll -I- KE-4y ! (2.2) 
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Proof. See e.g. [3, Theorem 9.71 or [6, Theorem 5.11, and note that 
llbll = lb- + ~LSII G lb-II+ IIAII. Il~Ld 
N&e that if b E R(A), then r = b - Ax,, = 0, so we have the following 
COROLLARY 2.1. In Theorem 2.1, iffurthermore b E R(A), then 
IIWI 
- < i& + E,,) + KEA. 
IIXLSII 
(2.3) 
Next we consider the case where Rank@) # Rank(A). First, we need the 
following result: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let the singular t;alue decompositions for A and x= A + &A 
be UHAV = Z and CHAT = %, respectively. Assume that Rank(A) = p, and 
IlWlF = eAllAll with K c* < (2 - &j/2. Let 
where U,, ol, VI, v, haue p columns. Then 
(2.5) 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 1.2 (step 1) in [7]. 
Now we are ready to present the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. Consider (1.1) and (1.2). Suppose that Rank(A) = p d I, 
Il~All F = l AilAli* ilsbll = %llbb If KEA < (2 - fi>/Z, then Rank(x) > 
Rank(A), and there exists a LS solution x to (1.1) such that with 6x = XLs - X, 
llbll 
E”z +%llXll+2% +2KEAlIXll+ k411XLSll t2@ 
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and 
IIW lb-II llbll Il%sll 
llxll 2KEAll~ll. l xll + ‘h 11~11. llxll +2EA +2KEA +“A llxll 
eb+2eA+(q,+2iceA) 
lb-II 
lku- llxll 
+~KEA + tk, , 1 
where E= K/(1 -ha), f? = 2~/(1- ~~KEA), and a is a constant of unit 
Ot&?-. 
Proof. It can be shown that if KEA < 1, then Rank(x) >, Rank(A) [7]. Let 
the SVD for x be uHm = x = diag(C,, . . . , El) with G, > l l l >/ Zl; then 
where 
--- 
A= UZVH = Xl + A,, (2.8) 
with 
and 
E, =diag(G,,...,q,) 
are the same as in (2.4). Then fmm the fact 
(e.g., [ZJ), we have 
II&II = ll%ll = q,+ 1 G IISAII, qj 2 c,, - llSAll > 0, 
11x1 - All G 11x-- All+ ll&ll G 2QllAll. (2.9) 
Define 
x = ‘b+(X-A+ (2.10) 
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then x is a LS solution to (1.1) because Ax = AA+ b. Note that from the 
decomposition (2.8), ,A+ = xc + xl. Then 
II% - x[l < I#6 - A+ bll+ )IA+A$&II. (2.11) 
Using the inequalities in (2.9) and the fact that Rank = Rank(A) (note 
that CP > O), one may apply Theorem 2.1 to get 
-+- llAl b - A+bll< 
llrll - +2e,IjX,,II+2KEA-- 
IIAII 
+2K$#,,ll, (2.12) 
where K’= K/(~-~KE~) and xLs = A+b. On the other hand, from the 
inequalities in (2.5), we have 
2KE, 
G 
1 - &KEA 
IIG~II f ~%llw’ (2.13) 
Then from (2.111, (2.12) and (2.13), and the facts that Ilx(la Ilxtsj, IIZLsll > 
II~~Ell, the inequalities in the theorem follow. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. m 
When b E R(A), then r = 0 and we obtain the following result [7, 
Theorem 1.21: 
P viaDAGih~Y 2.2. In Theoreni 2.2, $f furthermore b E R(A), then there 
exists a LS solution x to (1.1) such that with Sx = ELs - x, 
(2.14) 
where E= K /(l - 2Ke~), f? = 2K/(l- &KeJ, and a is of unit order. 
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3. CONCLUSION 
In some practical applications, one may encounter the rank deficient LS 
problems (1.1). For example, in signal processing problems, one may use 
Prony’s method to extract the pdes from the time transient data (see e.g. [S] 
or [7, Theorem 5.11). Then one has consistent rank deficient LS problems. 
One can use the singular value decomposition method (SVD) [2], QR 
factorization combined with the column prvoting strategy (CPQR) [3] or QR 
factorization combined with the rank revealing strategy (RRQR) [l] for 
numerical computation. The numerical experiments of [7], which were per- 
formed using the SVD method, veriG the error bounds (2.3) and (2.14). 
Using the CPQR or RRQR methods, one may obtain similar results. 
In this pager, we have obtained the error bounds for perturbed LS 
problems. When EK GZ 1, the reiative error is O(EK + rk;211rll/ IlAll. Ilxll), 
even when A is not of full rank and Rank(x) # Ranks 41, where E = 
max(EA, qJ. 
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